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The Series 210-220 AC LVDTs offer precision linear

displacement measurements for applications with strokes from

0.5 to 60 inches.  The transducers have been designed with an

extremely low temperature coefficient, and non-linearity of less

than ±0.25% F.S.  Variable pitch secondary windings are

incorporated into the design with computer controlled winding

machines to minimize package length to stroke ratio, and assure

a uniform product.

Series 210-220
Long Stroke AC LVDTs

• Ranges from ±0.25” to 60”

• Non-linearity  < 0.25%

• Low Temperature Coefficient

• Stainless Steel Construction

• High Sensitivity

• Splashproof

TRANSDUCER SPECIFICATIONS

KEY FEATURES

(Specifications at reference frequency)

LEDOM EKORTSLLUF
)mm(sehcnI±

ELBASU.XAM
EKORTS

)mm(sehcnI±

TGNELYDOB H
L

)mm(sehcnI
EROC N/P

HTGNELEROC
cL

)mm(sehcnI
SSAMEROC

smarG

TUPNI
ECNADEPMI

smhO

TUPNICD
ECNATSISER

smhO

TUPTUO
ECNADEPMI

smhO

ESAHP
ELGNA
seergeD

0000-5120 )4.6(52.0 )5.61(56.0 )5.36(05.2 8010-500C )4.52(00.1 1.5 502 22 562 31

0000-6120 )7.21(05.0 )1.42(59.0 )6.28(52.3 8010-500C )4.52(00.1 1.5 532 13 013 71

0000-7120 )4.52(00.1 )8.63(54.1 )3.411(05.4 3110-500C )8.13(52.1 6.6 591 63 502 91

0000-8120 )8.05(00.2 )9.86(07.2 )5.091(05.7 7010-500C )1.83(05.1 1.8 002 64 552 22

0000-9120 )2.67(00.3 )5.69(08.3 )0.452(00.01 6010-500C )3.84(09.1 9.01 522 75 582 52

0000-0220 )0.721(00.5 )1.151(59.5 )0.183(00.51 5010-500C )5.36(05.2 7.41 063 98 064 13

0000-1220 )5.091(05.7 )6.412(54.8 )1.645(05.12 4010-500C )6.101(00.4 5.42 532 55 532 03

0000-2220 )0.452(00.01 )4.972(00.11 )2.117(00.82 3010-500C )7.931(05.5 4.43 033 27 582 13

0000-3220 )0.183(00.51 )6.614(04.61 )6101(00.04 0010-500C )8.771(00.7 4.44 054 75 593 52

0000-4220 )0.805(00.02 )0.145(03.12 )0721(00.05 0010-500C )8.771(00.7 4.44 066 001 085 03

0000-5220 )0.536(00.52 )5.566(02.62 )4251(00.06 0010-500C )8.771(00.7 4.44 012 14 553 82

0000-6220 )0.267(00.03 )0.597(03.13 )8771(00.07 0010-500C )8.771(00.7 4.44 002 54 014 03

NON-LINEARITY ≤ ±0.25% FS (Best Fit Straight Line)

REFERENCE FREQUENCY Models 0215-0000 thru 0222-0000, 7.0 KHz; Models 0223-0000 thru 0226-0000, 3.0 KHz

SENSITIVITY 0.50 V/V ±10% at FULL SCALE

INPUT VOLTAGE 20 VRMS, Max.

NULL VOLTAGE < 1.0% Excitation Voltage

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS < ±0.001% FS/°F Zero, < ±0.01% Reading/°F Span

TEMPERATURE RANGE -67°F to +257°F (-55°C to +125°C) Operating

-67°F to +275°F (-55°C to +135°C) Storage

OUTER HOUSING AND BORE LINER 300 Series Stainless Steel

CORE Chrome Plated Iron/Nickel Alloy

_
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LVDT
Applications

Monitors position of knife blade during fabric cutting
process, allowing for actuated correction.

Durability of structural components are
continuously checked under conditions of stress.

Used on automation equipment to ensure proper
alignment of parts prior to assembly.

Height is measured by the position of a vertical rod
coming in contact with the mouth of the bottle.

Measures fluid level through float position inside a
valve,  providing stable vehicle ride performance.

Actuator feedback is critical in controlling
paper coating thickness.
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SERIES 210-220
Long Stroke
AC LVDTs

The recommended core extension rods are made of nonmagnetic

stainless steel and are sized to allow the transducers to operate

over their full range.  Extension rods from models with longer

strokes may be used to facilitate installation.  Using extension

rods shorter than recommended may reduce the LVDT’s usable

measurement range.

SCHEMATIC

DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM

CORE EXTENSION RODS (Sold Separately)

DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM

LEDOM
EROCDEDNEMMOCER

DORNOISNETXE
ANOISNEMID
)mm(sehcnI

0000-5120 4710-600C )2.67(00.3

0000-6120 5710-600C )4.19(06.3

0000-7120 6710-600C )4.911(07.4

0000-8120 7710-600C )8.281(02.7

0000-9120 8710-600C )2.632(03.9

0000-0220 9710-600C )0.843(07.31

0000-1220 0810-600C )6.284(00.91

0000-2220 1810-600C )7.416(02.42

0000-3220 2810-600C )0.988(00.53

0000-4220 3810-600C )6511(05.54

0000-5220 4810-600C )2241(00.65

0000-6220 5810-600C )9861(05.66
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LVDT
Applications

Creates proper spacing between rollers to
achieve desired material thickness.

Fluid density is determined by measuring the
position of a float suspended in a known flux liquid.

Knowing the deflection of a spring and the spring
constant leads to the calculation of weight or force.

Immersed in compatible hydraulic fluid, a vented
housing equalizes pressure throughout the LVDT.

An isolation tube houses the moving core and
protects the LVDT from the high pressure fluid.

Provides position control in multiple axes as
robotic arm follows operator’s arm movement.
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The Series 210-220 AC LVDTs offer precision linear

displacement measurements for applications with strokes from

0.5 to 60 inches.  The transducers have been designed with an

extremely low temperature coefficient, and non-linearity of less

than ±0.25% F.S.  Variable pitch secondary windings are

incorporated into the design with computer controlled winding

machines to minimize package length to stroke ratio, and assure

a uniform product.

Series 210-220
Long Stroke AC LVDTs

• Ranges from ±0.25” to 60”

• Non-linearity  < 0.25%

• Low Temperature Coefficient

• Stainless Steel Construction

• High Sensitivity

• Splashproof

TRANSDUCER SPECIFICATIONS

KEY FEATURES

(Specifications at reference frequency)

_

LEDOM EKORTSLLUF
)mm(sehcnI±

ELBASU.XAM
EKORTS

)mm(sehcnI±

TGNELYDOB H
L

)mm(sehcnI
EROC N/P

HTGNELEROC
cL

)mm(sehcnI
SSAMEROC

smarG

TUPNI
ECNADEPMI

smhO

TUPNICD
ECNATSISER

smhO

TUPTUO
ECNADEPMI

smhO

ESAHP
ELGNA
seergeD

0000-5120 )4.6(52.0 )5.61(56.0 )5.36(05.2 8010-500C )4.52(00.1 1.5 502 22 562 31

0000-6120 )7.21(05.0 )1.42(59.0 )6.28(52.3 8010-500C )4.52(00.1 1.5 532 13 013 71

0000-7120 )4.52(00.1 )8.63(54.1 )3.411(05.4 3110-500C )8.13(52.1 6.6 591 63 502 91

0000-8120 )8.05(00.2 )9.86(07.2 )5.091(05.7 7010-500C )1.83(05.1 1.8 002 64 552 22

0000-9120 )2.67(00.3 )5.69(08.3 )0.452(00.01 6010-500C )3.84(09.1 9.01 522 75 582 52

0000-0220 )0.721(00.5 )1.151(59.5 )0.183(00.51 5010-500C )5.36(05.2 7.41 063 98 064 13

0000-1220 )5.091(05.7 )6.412(54.8 )1.645(05.12 4010-500C )6.101(00.4 5.42 532 55 532 03

0000-2220 )0.452(00.01 )4.972(00.11 )2.117(00.82 3010-500C )7.931(05.5 4.43 033 27 582 13

0000-3220 )0.183(00.51 )6.614(04.61 )6101(00.04 0010-500C )8.771(00.7 4.44 054 75 593 52

0000-4220 )0.805(00.02 )0.145(03.12 )0721(00.05 0010-500C )8.771(00.7 4.44 066 001 085 03

0000-5220 )0.536(00.52 )5.566(02.62 )4251(00.06 0010-500C )8.771(00.7 4.44 012 14 553 82

0000-6220 )0.267(00.03 )0.597(03.13 )8771(00.07 0010-500C )8.771(00.7 4.44 002 54 014 03
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LVDT
Technology

LVDT MOUNTING GUIDELINES

Signal conditioning is an important consideration when designing

an LVDT into an application.  Converting the AC output voltage

of the secondaries into a usable DC output voltage requires a

demodulator and low pass filtering.  Design of the circuitry must

take into account frequency response and electrical noise

considerations.  For convenience and ease of use, Trans-Tek

manufactures a complete line of DC-DC LVDTs, also known as

DCDTs, containing an integral oscillator/demodulator.

Discrete components make up the integral signal conditioner.

The oscillator converts the DC voltage input to a high frequency

AC voltage, powering the primary coil.  A passive demodulator

circuit rectifies the AC voltage output from the secondaries and

differences the resulting signal before filtering with a low pass

RC filter.  The magnitude and polarity of the DC output voltage

are dependant on the position of the core relative to the null

position.

Trans-Tek’s DC LVDTs are input polarity protected, meaning

that polarity of the input leads must be observed for proper

operation, but the unit will not be damaged by polarity reversal.

The DC voltage input can range from 6 to 30 VDC, and must be

regulated for best accuracy.  The magnitude of the output voltage

is controlled by the input voltage.  These DC LVDTs also feature

input and output circuits isolated both from each other and the

coil housing.  The result is a transducer which can be used in a

floating or ground return system.

DC-DC LVDT - INTEGRAL SIGNAL CONDITIONING

The body of the LVDT should be securely fastened by clamping

the housing in a split block or similar fixture.  The use of set

screws should be avoided, as this may damage the LVDT.

Clamping the body near the electrical center, E
C
, will minimize

zero shift with temperature.  The core should be positioned to

allow free movement through the LVDT’s entire measurement

range.  With proper alignment, the core will not contact the bore,

resulting in frictionless operation.  Contact between the core and

the bore will not immediately affect transducer performance,

however, significant frictional wear will result in a degradation

in sensitivity and non-linearity.

Mounting fixtures, core extension rods, and hardware which are

located within an inch of the transducer should be made of

nonferrous materials that are also poor electrical conductors.  This

is to avoid compromising transducer performance directly by

changing the shape of the unit’s magnetic fields or indirectly by

enabling eddy currents which work against the unit’s magnetic

fields.  Preferred materials include nonmagnetic stainless steels

and engineering plastics.  Nonmagnetic materials such as

aluminum, brass and copper may be used provided the mass is

small and the material is split axially to impede eddy currents

concentric to the LVDT.  Iron and magnetic steels should be

avoided.

OUTPUT VS. DISPLACEMENT

DC LVDT BLOCK DIAGRAM
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DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM

To facilitate prototyping, or in instances where a DC in - DC out

system is preferred, any of the standard, high temperature or

vented Series 210-220 can be used in conjunction with the Series

1000 Oscillator/Demodulator.  The DC system provides the same

level of performance as a stand-alone AC LVDT.  The high level

DC output voltage can be directly interfaced with analog circuits

as well as data acquisition cards, PLCs, or A/D converters.  Each

Oscillator/Demodulator can be customized to provide a zero-

offset and nonstandard gain, meeting specific user requirements.

Detailed connection information can be found in the Accessories

portion of this catalog.

DC-DC OPERATION WITH OPTIONAL OSCILLATOR/DEMODULATOR

The high pressure version of the Series 210-220 is suitable for

operation in nonconductive and noncorrosive fluids or gasses at

pressures up to 5,000 P.S.I.  The vented housing eliminates

Series 210-220
DC-DC System Operation
Modified Versions

SERIES 210-220 MODIFIED FOR USE IN HIGH PRESSURE ENVIRONMENTS

pressure differentials between the environment and the

transducer’s interior, allowing rapid and extreme pressure

changes without damage or degradation in performance.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS (Combined Performance of LVDT and Oscillator/Demodulator)

DETCELES
ROTALUDOMED/ROTALLICSO

0000-6220urht0000-3220sledoM:1100-0001ledoM
0000-2220urht0000-5120sledoM:2100-0001ledoM

YTIRAENIL-NON )eniLthgiartStiFtseB(SF%52.0±

TUPNI dedivorpnoitcetorplasrevertupnidnanoitalugerlanretnI,.xaMAm001±,CDV0.82±ot5.41±

TUPTUO tnemtsujdaNAPSaiv,ekortsraenilfodnetaCDV0.5±otelbatsujdA

ESNOPSERYCNEUQERF )Bd3-( .niMzH0001:2100-0001htiwsmetsyS;.niMzH005:1100-0001htiwsmetsyS

ELPPIRTUPTUO .xaMSMRV30.0<

STNEICIFFEOCERUTAREPMET /SF%5300.0±< ° /gnidaeR%20.0±<,oreZF ° napSF

EGNARERUTAREPMET
76-:TDVL ° 752+otF ° 55-(F ° 521+otC ° gnitarepO)C
76-:TDVL ° 572+otF ° 55-(F ° 531+otC ° egarotS)C

23+:meD/csO ° 851+otF ° 0(F ° 07+otC ° 76-,gnitarepO)C ° 752+otF ° 55-(F ° 521+otC ° egarotS)C

LEDOM EKORTS
)mm(sehcnI±

3000-5120 )53.6(52.0

5000-6120 )7.21(05.0

5000-7120 )4.52(00.1

0100-8120 )8.05(00.2

4100-9120 )2.67(00.3

1100-0220 )721(00.5

5000-1220 )191(05.7

7000-2220 0.01 0 )452(

5000-3220 )183(00.51

4000-4220 )805(00.02

4000-5220 )536(00.52

3000-6220 )267(00.03

lacisyhpdnalacirtcelellA:etoN
ehtsaemasehterasnoitacificeps

.sTDVL022-012seireSdradnats
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LVDT
Custom Solutions

Trans-Tek, Inc. has been designing and manufacturing LVDTs for over 30 years.  In that time, a

complete line of transducers has been established, and is presented in the following pages.

Many applications, however, have unique requirements that extend beyond the capability of the

catalog units.  For these application-specific transducer requirements, Trans-Tek will work with

you to develop the most appropriate solution to your measurement problem.

Some examples of transducer modifications we have produced in the past include:

• Modification of the transducer termination, for example: changing the leads to a cable, or

altering the lead length;

• Increasing the core O.D. to coil I.D. clearance for tolerance of core misalignment or insertion

of an isolation tube;

• Special sealing for washdown or humid environments;

• Submersible units for use in pressurized fluid such as water;

• Bulk Head flange mounting configuration for use in hydraulic cylinders;

• Reduced housing length and diameter for space critical applications;

• Increased operating temperature;

• High pressure applications with exposure to a nonconductive, noncorrosive medium such

as hydraulic fluid;

• Operation in a vacuum;

These are just a few of the modifications we have performed in the past.  We have developed

literally hundreds of different designs that have been required throughout Trans-Tek’s history, all

initiated by our customers’ requests.

If your application warrants the use of an Application Specific transducer, Trans-Tek’s engineers

will lend their expertise to design a unique LVDT to solve your measurement problem.  Simply

contact one of our Applications Engineers for immediate assistance, or fill out the brief questionnaire

on the following page and fax it to us.

9

CUSTOM LVDT
REQUIREMENT

Please complete the following form and FAX to 860-872-4211 for Application Assistance

What are your application requirements?

1. Maximum Linear Stroke: ___________________

2. Maximum Outer Diameter (B): ___________________

3. Maximum Length of the Coils (A): ___________________

4. Desired Core to Bore Clearance: ___________________

5. Operating Temperature Range: ___________________

6. Storage Temperature (if different from #5 above): ______________________________

7. AC-AC or DC-DC Operation: ______________________________

8. Frequency Response: ______________________________

9. Maximum Non-Linearity: ______________________________

10. Humid/Wet Environment?: ______________________________

11. Temperature Gradient During Operation?: ______________________________

12. Pressurized Environment? If Yes, PSI Rating?: ______________________________

13. Is this LVDT Subject to MIL Level Specs?: ______________________________

14. Termination (Axial or Radial Leads/Connector)?: ______________________________

15. Quantity and Scheduling Requirements?: ______________________________

Please provide a description of your application: ______________________________________________________________

Name: ______________________________

Title: ______________________________

Company: ______________________________

Address: ______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

Make a copy of this form, fill it out, and fax it to our Applications

Engineering Department.  One of Trans-Tek’s Application

Engineers will be in contact with you promptly to discuss the

appropriate solution with you.

Phone: ______________________________

Fax: ______________________________

E-mail: ______________________________

≤
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Series 230
DC-DC System Operation
Modified Versions

To facilitate prototyping, or in instances where a DC in - DC out

system is preferred, any of the standard, high temperature or

vented Series 230 can be used in conjunction with the Model

1000-0014  Oscillator/Demodulator.  The DC system provides

the same level of performance as a stand-alone AC LVDT.  The

high level DC output voltage can be directly interfaced with

DC-DC OPERATION WITH OPTIONAL OSCILLATOR/DEMODULATOR
analog circuits as well as data acquisition cards, PLCs, or A/D

converters.  Each Oscillator/Demodulator can be customized to

provide a zero-offset and nonstandard gain, meeting specific user

requirements.  Detailed connection information can be found in

the Accessories portion of this catalog.

The high pressure version of the Series 230 is suitable for

operation in nonconductive and noncorrosive fluids or gasses at

pressures up to 5,000 P.S.I.  The vented housing eliminates

pressure differentials between the environment and the

transducer’s interior, allowing rapid and extreme pressure

changes without damage or degradation in performance.

SERIES 230 MODIFIED FOR USE IN HIGH PRESSURE ENVIRONMENTS

DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS (Combined Performance of LVDT and 1000-0014)

LEDOM 0000-0320 0000-1320 0000-2320 0000-3320 0000-4320 0000-5320 0000-6320 0000-7320

YTIRAENIL-NON )eniLthgiartStiFtseB(SF%52.0±

TUPNIREWOP CDV detcetorpytiraloptupnI,.xaMAm001±@82±ot41±

TUPTUOLANGIS CDV± 2.0 4.0 1 2 4 5 5 5

ESNOPSERYCNEUQERF Bd3- .niMzH0001

ELPPIRTUPTUO SMRV 400.0< 800.0< 20.0< 30.0< 30.0< 30.0< 30.0< 30.0<

TNERRUCTUPTUO Am noitrotsidtuohtiw3±

STNEICIFFEOC.PMET 4100-0001 /V52000.0±<OREZ ° /ekortSlatoTF ° /tuptuO%10.0±<YTIVITISNES;F °F

EGNARERUTAREPMET 4100-0001 23+ ° 851+otF ° 0(F ° 07+otC ° 56-;)GNITAREPO()C ° 752+otF ° 55-(F ° 521+otC ° )EGAROTS()C

LEDOM EKORTS
)mm(sehcnI±

1000-0320 )31.0(500.0

1000-1320 .0 0 )52.0(01

1000-2320 )46.0(520.0

2000-3320 )72.1(050.0

3000-4320 )45.2(001.0

1000-5320 )53.6(52.0

1000-6320 )7.21(05.0

1000-7320 0.1 0 )4.52(

lacisyhpdnalacirtcelellA:etoN
ehtsaemasehterasnoitacificeps

.sTDVL032seireSdradnats
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LVDT - Linear Variable Differential Transformer
Technology

Trans-Tek designs and manufactures a broad line of linear

displacement transducers using LVDT technology.  An LVDT,

or Linear Variable Differential Transformer, is an inductive device

containing primary and secondary coaxial wound coils and a

ferromagnetic core.  Exciting the primary coil with an AC voltage

generates an electromagnetic field.  The core links the

electromagnetic field of the primary coil to the secondary coils,

inducing a voltage in each.  The secondary coils are typically

wired in series opposition, producing AC voltages 180 degrees

out of phase with each other.  The magnitude of the voltage in

each secondary depends on the position of the core relative to

the coils.

NULL POSITION
When the physical center of the core is in line

with the electrical center of the coils, the

voltage induced in each secondary is equal in

magnitude, but opposite in phase.  When

summed, the secondary voltages cancel each

other, resulting in zero output volts.  This is

the null position of the LVDT.

This inherent symmetry in the LVDT

construction allows for a highly repeatable null

position.  Many LVDT applications revolve

around this one feature, especially in closed-

loop control systems.

CORE MOVEMENT
An LVDT is designed to have

symmetric measurement

ranges on each side of null.  As

the core moves to one side of

the null position, the

magnitude of one secondary

becomes greater than the

other.   Combining the two

secondary voltages results in

an output voltage proportional

to the core’s distance from

null.  The phase of this voltage

indicates which side of null the

core is located.

NON-CONTACTING CORE
By design, the core does not make contact with the inner diameter

of the coils with proper alignment.  This very important design

detail provides frictionless movement of the core through the

inner bore of the coils creating infinite mechanical life.

Applications demanding high reliability and low failure rates

benefit from this basic design feature.

INFINITE RESOLUTION
As an analog device, theoretical resolution can be defined as

infinite.  Resolution is the smallest increment of movement

detectable between the core and coils.
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SERIES 210-220
Long Stroke
AC LVDTs

The High Temperature version of the Series 210-220 has been

designed to operate in temperatures from -67ºF to +400ºF.  The

LVDTs are identical electrically and mechanically to the standard

Series 210-220 transducers, providing the same high level of

performance and reliability.  To achieve the elevated operating

temperature, materials such as the epoxy, solder, and magnet

wire have been replaced by their high temperature equivalents.

SERIES 210-220 MODIFIED FOR USE IN HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS

Option # Description

X0006 ±0.10% Max. Non-Linearity

X0009 Provide longer leads to a specified length

X0012 Replace leads with an integral connector type MS3101A-14S-6P;

Adaptor for connector has 1.00” O.D.; mating connector included

SALES OPTIONS

The following options are available with this series of transducer.

The option must be specified at the time an order is placed.

OPTION X0012

For more detailed information about these options, please contact the factory.

LEDOM EKORTS
)mm(sehcnI±

4000-5120 )53.6(52.0

6000-6120 )7.21(05.0

6000-7120 )4.52(00.1

1100-8120 )8.05(00.2

5100-9120 )2.67(00.3

2100-0220 )721(00.5

6000-1220 )191(05.7

8000-2220 0.01 0 )452(

6000-3220 )183(00.51

5000-4220 )805(00.02

5000-5220 )536(00.52

4000-6220 )267(00.03

lacisyhpdnalacirtcelellA:etoN
ehtsaemasehterasnoitacificeps
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SUNSTAR传感与控制 http://www.sensor-ic.com/ TEL:0755-83376549 FAX:0755-83376182E-MAIL: szss20@163.com

SUNSTAR自动化 http://www.sensor-ic.com/ TEL: 0755-83376489 FAX:0755-83376182 E-MAIL: szss20@163.com




